Many complex human traits exhibit differences between sexes. While numerous factors 19 likely contribute to this phenomenon, growing evidence from genome-wide studies suggest a 20 partial explanation: that males and females from the same population possess differing genetic 21 architectures. Despite this, mapping gene-by-sex (G×S) interactions remains a challenge likely 22 because the magnitude of such an interaction is typically and exceedingly small; traditional 23 genome-wide association techniques may be underpowered to detect such events partly due to 24 the burden of multiple test correction. Here, we developed a local Bayesian regression (LBR) 25 method to estimate sex-specific SNP marker effects after fully accounting for local linkage-26 disequilibrium (LD) patterns. This enabled us to infer sex-specific effects and G×S interactions 27 either at the single SNP level, or by aggregating the effects of multiple SNPs to make inferences 28 at the level of small LD-based regions. Using simulations in which there was imperfect LD 29 between SNPs and causal variants, we showed that aggregating sex-specific marker effects with 30 LBR provides improved power and resolution to detect G×S interactions over traditional single-31 SNP-based tests. When using LBR to analyze traits from the UK Biobank, we detected a 32 relatively large G×S interaction impacting bone-mineral density within ABO and replicated many 33 previously detected large-magnitude G×S interactions impacting waist-to-hip ratio. We also 34 discovered many new G×S interactions impacting such traits as height and BMI within regions 35 of the genome where both male-and female-specific effects explain a small proportion of 36 phenotypic variance (R 2 < 1x10 -4 ), but are enriched in known expression quantitative trait loci. 37
Introduction 54
Sex differences are widespread in nature, observed readily among many human traits and 55 diseases. For quantitative traits, sex may affect the distribution of phenotypes at various levels, 56 including mean-differences between genetic males and genetic females (hereafter referred to as 57 males and females, respectively) as well as differences in variance. Sex differences are likely due 58 to a myriad of factors including differential environmental exposures, unequal gene dosages for 59 sex-linked genes as well as sex-heterogeneity in the architecture of genetic effects at one or more 60 autosomal loci (i.e. gene-by-sex (G×S) interactions). In this way, sex is considered an 61 4 environmental variable, providing two well-defined conditions in which allele frequencies and 62 linkage disequilibrium (LD) patterns are equivalent but nevertheless genetic effects of one or 63 many autosomal loci may differ. 64
Evidence for different genetic architectures between sexes among human populations is 65 largely supported by genome-wide parameters [1] [2] [3] [4] including unequal within-sex heritabilities 66 (h 2 male ≠ h 2 female ) and between-sex genetic correlations less than one (r g < 1); the former suggests 67 that the proportion of phenotypic variance explained by genetic factors varies between sexes, 68 while the latter suggests genetic effects are disproportional between sexes [5] . Although many 69 traits seem to have between-sex genetic correlation that is evidentially less than one, genome-70 wide association (GWA) studies intended to map G×S interactions have struggled to pinpoint 71 such loci [6, 7] . Based on this dichotomy, G×S interactions presumably exist for many traits, but 72 the magnitude of a typical G×S interaction is suspected to be exceedingly small, explaining why 73 such events commonly elude detection, particularly after multiple test correction. However, just 74 as numerous small effect causal loci accumulate to affect phenotypic variance, small G×S 75 interactions may accumulate to influence both sex differences and phenotypic variance. 76
Most GWA studies utilize single-marker regression (SMR), in which the phenotype is 77 regressed upon allele content one SNP at a time, thereby obtaining marginal SNP effect size 78 estimates that do not fully account for LD patterns. In contrast, whole-genome regression 79 methods, in which the phenotype is regressed upon all SNPs across the genome concurrently, 80 fully account for multi-locus LD. These methods are increasingly being used as a one-stop 81 solution to estimate true (conditional) effect sizes of SNP markers and to provide genome-wide 82 estimates including genomic heritability [8] [9] [10] and between-sex genetic correlations [2] [3] [4] . By 83 estimating true SNP effect sizes, the goal across many studies is to select SNPs with non-zero 84 5 effects and to build a model for predicting polygenic scores [11] [12] [13] . Other works have directly 85 illustrated the use of whole-genome regression methods for GWAS [14] [15] [16] [17] . Whole-genome 86 regressions are computationally challenging to use with biobank-level data; however, recent 87 work suggests relatively accurate genomic prediction and SNP effect estimation can be achieved 88 by simply accounting for local LD patterns (as opposed to global LD patterns) [18] . 89
Building on the idea of utilizing true SNP marker effects, here we developed local 90
Bayesian regressions (LBR) in which the phenotype is regressed upon multiple SNPs spanning 91 multiple LD blocks (thereby accounting for local LD patterns) to study sex differences in 92 complex traits from the UK Biobank. The LBR model uses random-effect SNP-by-sex 93 interactions [19, 20] that decompose conditional SNP effects into three components: i) one shared 94 across sexes, ii) a male-specific deviation from the shared component, and iii) a female-specific 95 deviation from the shared component. Using samples from the posterior distribution of 96 conditional SNP effects, we developed methods to infer sex-specific effects and G×S interactions 97 at the single SNP level and by aggregating SNP effects within small LD-based regions, offering 98 multiple perspectives to study sex-specific genetic architectures. 99
In this study, we have utilized genotypes for 607,497 autosomal SNPs from ~259,000 100 distantly related Caucasians from the UK Biobank for assessing LBR's performance in analyzing 101 simulated and real complex traits including height, BMI, waist-to-hip ratio (WHR), and heel 102 bone-mineral density (BMD). Simulations showed that (i) for inferences of G×S interactions, 103 LBR offers higher power with lower FDR than methods based on marginal effects (aka single-104 marker regression) and (ii) we show that under imperfect LD between SNPs and causal variants 105 (i.e., when causal variants are not genotyped), aggregating SNP effects within small LD-based 106 regions offers higher power than methods based on testing individual SNPs. 107 6
The traits analyzed in this study span a range of genome-wide metrics and G×S 108 suggestibility; from height and BMI for which previous studies indicate males and females 109 possess very similar genetic architectures [3], to WHR, a trait with well-documented G×S 110 interactions [21-24], and BMD, for which G×S interactions are thought to exist but have eluded 111 detection [25] . LBR provided evidence of G×S interactions impacting height, BMI, and BMD at 112 regions of the genome where sex-specific genetic effects are relatively small, however such 113 regions are enriched in known eQTL. For WHR, LBR replicated many large-magnitude G×S 114 interactions previously discovered using single-marker regression, but also located novel G×S 115 interactions near such genes as the estrogen receptor ESR1. 116
Results

117
Overview of the LBR model, inference methods, and implementation 118
To study sex differences we regressed male and female phenotypes ( Prior assumptions. For SNP effects we adopted priors from the spike-slab family with a point 127 of mass at zero and a Gaussian slab [26] specifically, allele dosages typically vanishes within 1-2 Mb; S1 Fig) . Therefore, we applied LBR to long, 136 overlapping chromosome segments ( Fig. 1 ). Specifically, we divided the genome into "core" 137 segments containing 1,500 contiguous SNPs (roughly 8Mb, on average), then applied the 138 regression in equation (1) to SNPs in the core segment plus 250 SNPs (i.e., roughly 1Mb) in each 139 flanking region, which were added to account for LD between SNPs at the edge of each core 140 segment with SNPs in neighboring segments. We used simulations to assess the power and false discovery rate (FDR) of LBR and to 162 compare it with that of standard single-marker-regression (SMR). Traits were simulated using 163 SNP genotypes from the Axiom UK-Biobank (119,190 males and 139,738 females, all distantly 164 related Caucasians). We simulated a highly complex trait with one causal variant (CV) per ~2Mb 165 which on average explained a proportion of the phenotypic variance equal to 3.3x10 -4 . Our 166 simulation used a total of 60,000 SNPs (consisting of 6,000 consecutive SNPs taken from 10 167 different chromosomes) and 150 CVs; on the complete human genome "scale" this corresponds 168 to a trait with 1,500 CVs and a heritability of 0.5 (see Methods for further details). 40% of the 169 9 CVs (a total of 60 SNPs in our simulation) had differing sex-specific effects and the remaining 170 60% (90 SNPs) had effects that were the same in males and females. 171 female-specific effects were not constrained to the same scale. In this way, one might expect 231 male-specific SNP effects to uniformly differ from female-specific SNP effects by a 232 multiplicative factor if the variance of the phenotype is different between sexes (sample statistics 233 within each sex are provided within S1 Table) . Surprisingly, we did not observe evidence of sex-234 specific SNP effects uniformly differing due to differences in phenotypic scale; for height, BMD, 235 and BMI, as seen in Fig. 4a and compared the magnitude of each (Fig 4b) . 242
Interestingly for traits such as height, many large effect regions bear slightly larger window 243 variances for males than for females. This was not observed at the single SNP level, suggesting 244 that many regions bearing numerous small effect SNPs produce aggregate effects that are 245 potentially larger (although not reaching a
0.9 threshold) in males than in females. 246
One example is the GDF5 locus, previously known to strongly associate with adult height [28], 247
where a peak Additionally, we utilized a traditional SMR approach (see Methods) for the discovery of 294 G×S interactions among traits to compare pvalue-diff signals to respectively. With these selections, eQTL enrichment p-values were 2.39x10 -4 , 1.52x10 -12 , 317 2.01x10 -12 , and 8.33x10 -4 , for height, WHR, BMD, and BMI, respectively. When selecting the 318 same number of SNPs using pvalue-diff, enrichment p-values were 2.25x10 -2 , 1.56x10 -28 , 319 5.54x10 -8 , 1.93 -1 , for height, WHR, BMD, and BMI, respectively. 320
To provide more information about how genetic regions bearing G×S interactions may 321 impact gene expression in specific tissues, we determined whether focal SNPs at
are enriched in tissue-specific eQTL (Fig. 5 ). For height, BMD, and WHR, such SNPs showed 323 significant eQTL enrichment in at least one tissue, using a conservative bonferroni corrected 324 enrichment p-value of 2.6x10 -4 (correcting for 192 tests in total; 48 tissues and 4 traits). 325
Interestingly, BMD's G×S signals are very strongly enriched in eQTL with associated eGenes 326 (including ABO and CYP3A5) expressed in the adrenal gland, among other tissues. For height, 327 we observed small enrichment p-values across many tissues since G×S focal SNPs are enriched 328 in eQTL with associated eGenes (including LOC101927975 and CNDP2) expressed across many 329 tissues. Lastly for WHR, we observed G×S detections to be heavily enriched in eQTL with 330 associated eGenes expressed in fibroblast, adipose, and skin tissues. 331 332
Discussion
333
We have investigated the degree to which sex-specific genetic architectures differ at local 334 regions, using large biobank data (N ~ 119,000 males and ~140,000 females) and Bayesian 335 multiple regression techniques that estimate sex-specific marker effects accounting for local LD 336 patterns. The flexibility of the Bayesian approach enables multi-resolution inference of sex-337 specific effects: from individual SNP effects to window-variances that aggregate SNP effects 338 within chromosome segments. These inferences can be drawn all using the results of the same 339 model fit (eq. 1) but different post-processing of samples of SNP effects from the posterior 340 distribution. 341
The Bayesian multiple regression technique performed in this study, along with 342 estimation of window variances, was largely inspired by Fernando et al. [14] . In that study, 343 windows were defined using disjoint, fixed intervals. In contrast, for each SNP we define a 344 window based on local LD patterns, resulting in heavily overlapping, dynamically sized 345 windows. The methods presented here also bear resemblance to those of Vilhjálmsson et al. [18] , 346 which utilized point-normal priors to estimate human SNP effects after accounting for local LD 347 patterns. In that study, posterior means of SNP effects were estimated for the purposes of 348 prediction while in this study, we numerically derive the full posterior distribution, allowing for 349 inference of non-null SNP effects and window variances. 350
Through simulations, we showed that local Bayesian regressions (LBR) provide superior 351 power and precision to detect causal variants and those specifically bearing G×S interactions. We 352 rationalize improvements in power upon traditional SMR methods by noting that the magnitude 353 of a typical causal variant or G×S interaction is exceedingly small and can elude hypothesis 354 testing partly due to the burden of multiple test correction. We also note that the resolution (peak 355 size) in SMR signals is relatively large when using large sample sizes (due to not fully 356 accounting for local LD patterns). To overcome this problem, we provided evidence that LBR 357 methods-either by estimating true marker effects or by aggregating true marker effects within 358 relatively small regions-can achieve improved resolution when working with large sample sizes 359 such as biobank-level data. 360
18 When using LBR to analyze real human traits, we have provided credence to our 361 posterior probability-based discoveries by determining that LBR-detected G×S interactions are 362 generally more enriched in eQTL than SMR-detected interactions. For BMD, we provided new 363 evidence that sex-specific effects differ within ABO and that G×S interactions are highly 364 enriched in adrenal gland-specific eQTL. This encourages the hypothesis that some G×S are 365 eQTL that may modulate gene expression in the adrenal gland, with gene function dependent on 366 the presence or absence of sex hormones. This was also an intriguing finding given that ABO 367 blood groups have been known to associate with osteoporosis and osteoporosis severity [34, 35] . 368
For WHR, we detected previously known, large-magnitude G×S interactions that were 369 discovered using WHR or WHRadjBMI [21-24], but additionally discovered novel, small 370 magnitude G×S interactions near such genes as ESR1 and ABCA1. In a previous work analyzing 371
WHRadjBMI, ABCA1 showed a significant female-specific genetic effect only, however the test 372 for G×S interaction failed to reach significance [24] . 373
For traits like height and BMI, large effect loci are estimated to have very similar effects 374 between males and females and loci with evidence of G×S interactions were those possessing 375 relatively small sex-specific effects. As seen in Fig 4B, many relatively large window variances 376 for height are estimated to be slightly higher for males than for females albeit not reaching a 377
0.9 threshold. This is consistent with the fact that the global genomic variance for 378 height was estimated to be higher in males than in females in a previous study using the interim 379 release of the UK Biobank [4] . Similarly, the same prior study estimated the global genomic 380 variance of BMI to be higher in females than in males and we observe, if anything, evidence of 381 sex-specific window variances leading to the same conclusion. These observations may 382 potentially indicate that relatively large causal variants have slightly different sex-specific effects 383 19 for traits like height and BMI, however, if that is the case we are still underpowered to 384 confidently detect such interactions. 385
It is important to acknowledge that while the methods presented here appear useful to 386 decipher sex-specific genetic architectures from large human samples, additional work will be 387 required to determine how these techniques may infer heterogeneous genetic effects in other 388 contexts (other types of gene-by-covariate interactions), or when using different sample sizes or 389 samples from different populations. With large sample sizes, the increased power and flexibility 390 of the LBR comes with the cost of a significantly larger computational burden than the one 391 involved in the traditional SMR approach; however, working with large datasets can be made 392 manageable by adjusting size of each fitted segment (Fig 1) and parallel processing the fitting of 393 each segment. Alternatively, LBR may be used as a follow up to traditional SMR tests, using 394 pre-selected regions of interest. Another limitation inherent to aggregating SNP effects using 395 window variances is that the sign of the effect is lost. In this way, when inferring G×S 396 interactions through window variance differences, we cannot comment on whether sex-specific 397 effects had the same sign or differing signs. 398
To conclude, we have demonstrated the powerful and flexible use of local Bayesian 399 regressions for GWA to infer sex-specific genetic effects and G×S interactions using the UK 400
Biobank. This was largely done by showing various means to utilize estimates of true 401 (accounting for local LD), sex-specific SNP marker effects for GWA even when causal variants 402 are not on the SNP panel for analysis. We anticipate that many more traits will be analyzed with 403 this method to increasingly learn more about what is contributing to differences between males 404 and females in human populations. Individuals with heights (cm) less than 147 or more than 210 were removed from analysis. For 421 BMD, the descriptions "Heel bone mineral density (BMD)", "Heel bone mineral density (BMD) 422 (left)", and "Heel bone mineral density (BMD) (right)" were used in conjunction; for individuals 423 with missing "Heel bone mineral density (BMD)" records, either the (left), the (right), or if 424 available, the average between (left) and (right) was used. For BMI, the description "Body mass 425 index (BMI)" was used and for WHR, the ratio of "Waist circumference" to "Hip circumference" 426 was used. Prior to model fitting, all traits were pre-corrected for sex, age, batch, genotyping 427 center, and the first 5 principle components derived from genomic data. The adjusted phenotypes 428 21 consisted of least-squares residuals from a model that included the effects listed above. For each 429 trait, sample sizes and within-sex summary statistics are provided in S1 Table.  430 . For this calculation we used a common genotype 461 matrix ‫כ‬ consisting of all N male and female genotypes to avoid differences in additive genetic 462 values arising from allele frequency differences between males and females occurring by random 463 sampling. Samples of sex-specific window variances were obtained using the sample variance: 464 
Single marker regression 484
We also performed single-marker regression analyses using following model: 485
24
As with the LBR model (eq. 1), we assume sex-specific errors are distributed normally with zero 486 mean and sex-specific variances. SNP effects and interactions were estimated using weighted 487 least squares. To test for a G×S interaction at SNP j, a t-test is used:
The p-value from such a test is referred to as pvalue-diff. To test for any association (either 489 among males, females, or both), we used an F-test, comparing a restricted model: 
